Balanced Literacy
Years One and Two
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o yyou remember when you learned to ride a bike? You watched the
neighbour
neighbourhood kids zooming down the street on their bikes. You knew you wanted
to join them. You watched and listened carefully as your parents demonstrated
and explained how to start and stop. Getting on the bike was a little scary at first.
However, training wheels, the reassurance of supporting hands, and encouraging
words gave you the confidence needed to successfully practise your new skill. With
each practice, your ability grew and parental support was gradually withdrawn.
Your new skills soon allowed you to ride your bike independently and successfully
as you zoomed down the street with your neighbourhood friends.
Just as learning to ride a bike requires a series of supported steps, literacy
requires guiding the learner through scaffolded instruction. The balanced literacy
components provide the framework for developing deep thinkers and strategic
readers. Balanced literacy increases teachers’ effectiveness as they explicitly instruct
through varying degrees of demonstration and practice, teacher feedback and
ongoing assessment.

[Effective teachers provide] just the right amount of support
that allows the learner to assume increasing control of the
task. It’s a gentle dance that requires careful leading, following,
and occasionally sidestepping. Gradually, as students become
competent, we reduce the amount of support we offer. Intrinsic
to this belief is allowing enough time, support, and feedback.
Regie Routman
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M etacognitive
Awareness
Comprehension

Resources/Materials
Descriptions

H

ow do we, as teachers, help our struggling readers improve their comprehension?
We can show
s
them how to build up their sight words, build their book list and build time
to practise reading. All of these activities are valuable but won’t improve comprehension
until we help students build a bridge . . . a bridge between their brains and the text.
Years of research have provided teachers with a list of comprehension strategies that
good readers use while reading. Good readers are actively thinking while they read. They
are aware when meaning has broken down, and they stop to fix the confusion. These
strategies (Clarifying, Connecting, Deciding What Is Important, Inferring, Predicting,
Prior Knowledge, Questioning, Responding Emotionally, Retelling/Summarising and
Visualising) become the thinking tools needed for bridge building.
Metacognitive awareness means that the reader is aware of his or her thinking during
the reading of various types of texts. Through metacognitive awareness lessons, students
learn to apply self-monitoring comprehension strategies. The components of balanced
literacy become the avenue for the teaching and strengthening of these metacognitive
comprehension strategies. Students are supported as they hear the teacher explain and use
the strategies (aloud); observe the teacher use the strategies with text and participate at
specific points (shared); practise the strategies with direct support and feedback (guided);
and own the strategies through additional practice opportunities (independent).
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Metacognitive
Awareness
Shared Read Aloud
Little Yellow Chick
By Joy Cowley
Big Book- Published by Wright Group
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Materials:
• Little Yellow Chick by Joy Cowley
• Metacognitive Awareness Poster
Cards: Display and refer to the
appropriate cards during the
shared read aloud.

Metacognitive Awareness Comprehension Lessons may be used during read alouds
(trade books) or shared reading (Big Books, overhead transparencies or englarged
texts). Prior to reading Little Yellow Chick, read a version of “Little Red Hen”.

Text
Page

Structure

2

Reading
Timed
Pair Share
Materials

Metacognitive Strategies
Teacher Think Aloud
Questioning: What do I wonder about?
• Why do you think the Little Yellow Chick has a balloon?
(share with partner)
Understanding Character’s Feelings:
Talk to your partner about how you would feel if you asked your friends
to help you with a party and they responded like the frog, bee and
beetle.

3
4–5

Teacher
Think Aloud

Questioning: What do I wonder about?
(Read to the end of the animals’ reply on page 5.)
I wonder why do you think the frog, bee and beetle don’t want to help
Little Yellow Chick with his party? (Teacher Think Aloud)
Predicting: I think about what might happen.
If Little Yellow Chick is going to have a party and he has done the
shopping and cooking, I wonder what he needs to do next?
(Teacher Think Aloud)

Confirm/adjust predictions. (Teacher Think Aloud)
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7

Timed Pair Share

Understanding Character’s Feelings:
How do you think Little Yellow Chick is feeling by now?
What makes you think that?
How would you be feeling? (share with partner)

8

Teacher
Think Aloud

Predicting: I think about what might happen.
I wonder why the frog, bee and beetle are knocking on Little Yellow
Chick’s door. (Teacher Think Aloud)

9

Timed Pair Share

Predicting: I think about what might happen.
Predict what Little Yellow Chick might say to the frog, bee and beetle.
(share with partner)
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Activity
Understanding Action Words
Teams play Quiz-Quiz-Trade
Quiz Quiz Trade for repeated practice on understanding action word
meanings.

Activity Steps
1 Each student receives a card with an action word on the front
and an answer on the back.
2 Students stand up, put a hand up, and pair up with another
student.
3 Partner A asks Partner B to say the action word and act it out.
4 Partner B says the word and acts it out.
5 Partner A praises if the answer is correct or provides the
correct answer.

STRUCTURE
TRUCTURE

Quiz-QuizTrade
Question
(Front)

6 Partner B now asks Partner A to say the action word and act it
out. Partner A says the word and acts it out. Partner B praises
or provides the correct answer.
7 Partners exchange cards and find a new partner to quiz. The
activity continues for multiple rounds, allowing students to
quiz and get quizzed multiple times.

Answer
(Back)

swim

Blacklines
• Action Words—Verbs .......................................................................................40–51
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Blackline

Retelling Picture Cards
RallyCoach

54

Middle Picture Card
Middle

End Picture Card
End

Character Picture Card

Setting Picture Card

?

Title Picture Card

Beginning Picture Card
Beginning

Instructions: Make a copy of the Retelling Picture Cards for each pair of students. Cut apart. Partners
place picture cards on the Retelling Mat as they sequentially retell a fiction book or story.
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